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INT. LAW LIBRARY - NIGHT
CHUCK, scanning through a legal book, scrawls notes on a
pad. Exhausted he puts his pen down, rubs his temples. He
looks up at a large clock - ten o'clock. He picks up his
to-go coffee container and tilts it to his mouth. Empty.
Great.

CHUCK

From a far table a female tilts her head slightly toward
Chuck. Chuck turns his head toward the female who shifts
her head down to the book in front of her.
Chuck looks past the woman to a Coffee Bar at the far end
of the library. Chuck RISES and moves toward the Coffee
Bar. As he passes the woman she turns her head slightly
following his movement.
At COFFEE BAR Chuck pays the cashier.
Thanks.

CHUCK (CONT’D)

JESSICA (O.S.)
Buy a girl a coffee.
Chuck raises his gaze and sees JESSICA, the woman who had
been tracking his movements.
CHUCK
Umm, yeah, sure. Uh...
Chuck turns to the cashier and hands her a five dollar
bill.
CHUCK (CONT’D)
For whatever she wants.
(to Jessica)
You've got five bucks credit. Go nuts.
JESSICA
Thank you.
(to Cashier)
I'll just grab a small coffee.
The cashier moves to give Chuck his change.
CHUCK
Oh, that's all yours. Just call me Tony
Stark.
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CASHIER
(doesn't get it)
Thank you Mr. Stark.
CHUCK
Oh, it's... umm... yeah... Iron Man.
(to Jessica)
So, since I'm acting like a smooth
talking millionaire maybe I should offer
to buy you dinner?
JESSICA
The coffee's fine. Thanks.
Chuck nods his head graciously, turns and mutters to
himself.
CHUCK
And she didn't even get to see my suit of
armor.
Chuck walks back to the large desk he had spread his
material out on. He pauses looking over the various
notes, articles and flagged books. He exhales deeply.
JESSICA (O.S.)
You give up that easy in court?
Chuck's head spins and sees Jessica standing next to him.
CHUCK
Your honor the defense requests a
postponement.
JESSICA
A postponement counselor?
CHUCK
Yes, your honor. We've just been given
some new information that we're hoping
will prove crucial to our case.
JESSICA
What's the nature of this information
counselor?
CHUCK
To be honest your honor we're still in
the discovery phase.
JESSICA
Tsk, tsk, Mr. Banks. I'm sure you're well
aware that the discovery phase concludes
before the trial begins.
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CHUCK
Of course, your honor. It's just that
when the circumstances warrant, as in
Warren V. Brannock -- wait -- you called
me Mr. Banks?!?
Jessica gives Chuck an enigmatic look.
CHUCK (CONT’D)
Do I know you? Oh, god - don't tell me -I should admit right now it took a lot of
alcohol for me to get through law school.
JESSICA
Relax, Chuck. I'm not one of your law
school... distractions. But way to go for
your own jugular. My shrink would say you
have some serious guilt issues to deal
with.
CHUCK
How do you know I wasn't just bragging?
JESSICA
Cause of the little band of sweat that
started forming just above your lips.
CHUCK
The coffee. Little too hot for my blood.
JESSICA
You gonna go with that when you're facing
a jury? When you're giving your opening
statement? Or worse - when you're case is
in the shitter and you're making what
can't help but sound like a last minute
plea of desperation during your closing
remarks? You gonna tell the jury to just
ignore your sweaty lip and the increasing
look of panic on your face?
CHUCK
I'm sorry, did Pamela send you? Or
someone else from the board? Cause I
would be more than happy to present my
mock case at any time. I would however,
appreciate knowing when that time is. I
don't know of too many lawyers who've had
to try a case without at least a little
warning.
JESSICA
Wow. You get serious so fast. I guess
that should help you.
(MORE)
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JESSICA (CONT'D)
After all it's pretty serious business
we're dealing with.
CHUCK
So you really are a lawyer? Sure you're
not just a stripper my brother-in-law
sent to fuck with me? If so I must say
you've been incredibly well coached. And,
dressed. Especially if that just rips
off.
JESSICA
Law school is over, Chuck. You might want
to consider learning how to talk like a
grown up. Especially to a woman. I'm
afraid your frat boy charm... well, it
isn't. Charming.
CHUCK
Yeah, I... worked that out.
JESSICA
Good. So, we're clear. You've got some
homework to do. Growing up. And I've got
some research to do.
She starts to move away.
CHUCK
Wait. You didn't tell me how you know me.
JESSICA
No, Chuck, I didn't. Apparently you need
to do some research as well.
She walks away.
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